
Contact details

RMN Head Office
Postal address P.O. Box 203, 3760 AE Soest
Office address Lange Brinkweg 81, Soest
Phone  0900-60 39 222
Opening hours 08:30-16:30
E-mail  info@rmn.nl
Website  www.rmn.nl (only available in Dutch        )
Chamber of Commerce 56972563

RMN is active in the field of waste collection, street cleaning, vermin 
control and gritting. We work by commission to the municipalities Baarn, 
Nieuwegein, Soest, IJsselstein and Zeist. Do you want to know what tasks 
RMN does in your municipality? Please visit our website.

www.rmn.nl www.rmn.nl

Underground collection containers 
for non-recyclable waste with  
access control
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Glass, paper and textile have to be deposited in one of the appropriate 
collection containers. Cardboard may also be placed in the paper 
container. For the locations, please visit our website.

Plastic
Plastic waste packaging is collected in special sacks. Place the sacks(s) at 
the side of the road on the collection day (www.rmn.nl/inzamelschema).

In some municipalities, there are also collection containers for plastic.  
Out of sacks? You can get new ones for free from various distribution 
points near where you live (for locations visit our website). People living 
in Zeist, please phone: 0900 - 66 64 239 (or visit www.mooibezorgd.nl).

Is the container full or out of action?
Report a fault or a full container to RMN immediately via: info@rmn.nl  
or 0900 - 60 39 222 (available on working days from 08:30 to 16:30).  
The problem will be resolved as quickly as possible. Prevent faults by 
depositing the rubbish in the correct way.

Have you lost your pass or chip?
If your pass or chip does not work, please contact RMN. Our staff will try 
together with you to find out the cause and to fix the problem. If the pass 
or chip is lost or irreparably damaged, you can apply for a new one from 
RMN. When collecting the new pass, you will have to pay a charge (to be 
paid by PIN). You see what the current charge is on our website. The old 
pass or chip will be blocked.

Have you dropped an object into the container by mistake?
Contact RMN immediately if you have accidentally dropped a valuable 
object into the container. On request, RMN can get the object out of the 
container for you (there is a charge).

A For conditions, open here



Outside many high flats there are underground collection containers for 
general waste that can only be opened by using a waste disposal pass  
(milieupas) or chip. This prevents misuse of the containers.

Pass or chip
Occupants are given a waste disposal pass or chip that gives access to 
one or more containers near their home. The container(s) you get access 
to depends on where your household is. One waste disposal pass or chip 
is issued for each home. It is not possible to obtain an extra waste 
disposal pass or chip. 

Instructions for use with waste disposal pass (milieupas)

Type 1
 

1 Press the round button until the lamp ‘in bedrijf’ (in operation) lights 
up (photo 1).

2 Hold the waste disposal pass in front of the card reader on the control 
panel until the lamp ‘open’ lights up (photo 2).

3 Open the drum by pulling the handle upwards.
4 Put the closed domestic waste sack into the drum (one sack at a time).
5 Close the drum by pulling the handle downwards.
 The waste sack will drop into the container.
6 Repeat from step 1 if you want to put another domestic waste sack into 

the container. 

Photo 1 Photo 2

Conditions for waste disposal pass/chip

Glossary

Waste disposal pass (Milieupas)/chip: Electronic key to open the inlet drum 
of an underground collection container.
User: The person who has signed for receipt of the waste disposal pass/
chip or the owner of the private home to which the waste disposal pass/
chip belongs.
Collection container: Waste container for shared use by several households.
Inlet drum/drawer = Rotating drum/drawer: Rotating drum to deposit one 
rubbish sack with waste into the above-ground part (the inlet shaft) of 
an underground collection container.

Use of the waste disposal pass (milieupas)/chip
The RMN waste disposal pass/chip is intended for opening the inlet 
drum/drawer of underground collection containers for non-recyclable 
domestic waste. The waste disposal pass/chip that is transferred to the 
user only provides access to one or more collection containers near the 
home address. The waste disposal pass/chip is transferred to the user 
under the following conditions:
1 After transfer, the waste disposal pass/chip remains the property of RMN.
2 The user is responsible for retaining and the correct use of the waste 

disposal pass/chip.
3 After transfer to the user, the waste disposal pass belongs to the 

address indicated on the collection receipt for the pass/chip.
4 When moving out of a rented home, the user must transfer the waste 

disposal pass/chip together with the house keys to the home rental 
company. 

5 After transfer of the waste disposal pass/chip to the rental company 
– or its representative – the user’s responsibility for the pass/chip is 
terminated.

6 The rental company takes care of the transfer of the waste disposal  
pass/chip to the new occupant; this is done by signing a collection 
receipt and being informed of the conditions for use.

7 When selling a private home, the waste disposal pass/chip including 
these conditions must be transferred to the buyer; in this way the 
responsibility for the pass/chip is transferred.

8 If the waste disposal pass/chip is lost or missing or it is damaged so  
that it no longer works, the user is responsible for replacement.  
A new waste disposal pass/chip can be requested from RMN.

9 A charge applies for the replacement of the waste disposal pass/chip.  
This should be paid by PIN on collection. At this time, a new collection 
receipt should be completed and signed.

Use of the underground collection container
10 The inlet drum/drawer of the collection container is intended for 

deposition of at most 60 litres of waste each time. This is one full, 
closed 60-litre waste sack.

11 The inlet drum/drawer of the collection container must only be 
opened with the waste disposal pass/chip. Anyone who deliberately 
causes a fault or damage to the inlet drum/drawer or inlet shaft is 
liable for the repair costs.

More questions?
Please contact RMN via: info@rmn.nl or 0900 - 60 39 222 
(available on working days from 08:30 to 16:30). Or visit our 
website www.rmn.nl (only available in Dutch        )



Important information
Below you can find important information about the use of your container

Place the rubbish correctly in the container 
Place the rubbish correctly in the container

 Always in a closed domestic waste sack
 Domestic waste sacks no larger than 60 litres capacity
 Deposit domestic waste sacks into the container one at a time
 If the container is full or out of order, use another container if you can

What is allowed to be put into the container? 
Only domestic waste sacks of general domestic waste. In other words:  
waste that you do not need to deposit separately for recycling purposes.

What to do with...

Reusable goods
The recycling shop will collect these goods free of charge. You can also  
take them to the recycling shop yourself. You can find more information 
at our website or from your local recycling organisation. 

Large waste items
You can deposit large domestic waste such as sofas, laminate flooring 
and mattresses free of charge at the waste disposal station. You can find 
addresses and opening times on our website.  

At some waste disposal stations, you can borrow a trailer 
free of charge for large waste items or pruning waste.  
Reservation is required. Visit our website or call RMN.

You can also have large waste collected by RMN (please make an 
appointment). In Baarn municipality, large waste is collected free by the 
recycling shop. For more information, visit our website  or call RMN.

Type 2

1 Press the round button until the text ‘kaart plaatsen a.u.b.’ (please 
insert card) appears on the display (photo 3).

2 Hold the waste disposal pass in front of the card reader on the control 
panel (photo 4). A beep will sound and the display will show the text 
‘trommel openen’ (open drum).

3 See steps 3 to 6 for instructions for waste disposal pass type 1.

Photo 3 Photo 4



Instructions for use with chip
Type 1

 

1  Press the round button until the lamp ‘in bedrijf’ (in operation) lights 
up (photo 5*).

2  Hold the chip against the chip reader until the lamp ‘open’ starts 
flashing (photo 6).

3  See steps 3 to 6 for instructions for waste disposal pass type 1.

Type 2

 

1 Press the round button until you hear a short beep (photo 7). On the 
panel, the text ‘Houd de chip voor de stip’ (Hold the chip against the 
spot) appears.

2 Hold the chip against the red spot on the right of the panel (photo 8).  
A long beep will sound.

When moving, you must transfer the pass or chip to the new 
occupant or the home rental company together with the  
house keys.

It is not allowed to leave waste or sacks of waste next to the 
container. Even if the collection container is full or out of order.  
If you do this, the costs of clearing up and removing the waste 
may be recovered from you.  
 
Complaints about wrongly deposited waste? Please contact your 
municipality. In Soest please ring Meldpunt Woonomgeving  
(Living Environment Call Point): 035-6093666.

Photo 5 

Photo 7 

Photo 6

Photo 8

* There are different types of container. The photo shown is only an indication.

3 Open the drum by pulling the handle downwards.
4  Put the closed domestic waste sack into the drum (one sack at a time).
5 Close the drum by pulling the h andle upwards. The waste sack will 

drop into the container.
6 Repeat from step 1 if you want to put another domestic waste sack into 

the container.

Please note

Moving out?


